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Warren Barguil at home
The breton team will be one of the most awaited forma6ons on Bretagne Classic - OuestFrance where it will have for 250 kilometers a public acquired to its cause. Coming with a
solid workforce, Emmanuel Hubert's group should lead the race to its very last kilometers.
In the Arkéa - Samsic team, Warren Barguil will of course be the most awaited rider by the
breton public. The French Champion, residing at 20 km from Plouay, will evolve on his
training routes and in front of all his supporters. The Morbihannais has never had the
opportunity to race the Bretagne Classic - Ouest-France, but he has already raced the Grand
Prix of Plouay in 2015.
Since she reached the ProConKnental level in 2011, the breton team has been at Plouay
every year, where she is consistently in the breakaway. This will sKll be the case on the
fourth ediKon of Bretagne Classic where the teammates of Warren Barguil should animate
the race and protect their leader. On his ﬁeld, "Wawa" will enjoy the course to have fun and
try to win at home.
To support its riders, Arkéa - Samsic appealed to Roger Tréhin, a local sports director who
already raced Plouay in 1989.

Warren Barguil is the leader
Arkéa - Samsic presented its ﬁrst riders list scheduled in Plouay under the direcKon of the
sports director Roger Tréhin.
181. Warren Barguil (Fra, 27). Champion of France, the local of the day will also be the
most awaited rider by the public. On his training routes, the popular morbihannais will
arrive for the ﬁrst Kme in Plouay in the role of a protected leader who will be considered
as one of the favorites of the day. Warren Barguil winner in Plouay as French Champion, it
would be a highlight that would remain in the history of breton cycling.
182. Anthony Delaplace (Fra, 29). Highly successful in Plouay where he was 22nd and
18th of the ﬁrst two ediKons of the Bretagne Classic, the Normand will be one of the best
equipped riders to support Warren Barguil.
183. Romain Le Roux (Fra, 27). The Brestois will discover the BriVany Classic, he will be
there to help Warren Barguil or to appear in the breakaway.
184. Alan Riou (Fra, 22). The neo-professional breton will discover the Bretagne Classic. It
will be a great moment for this young rider learning the world top level in cycling.
185. Laurent Pichon (Fra, 33). Another local runner, winner of the Grand Prix Plouay
amateur in 2009 he will be an ideal teammate for its leaders. We could also ﬁnd it in the
breakaway.
186. Clement Russo (Fra, 24). Coming from cyclo-cross, he will appreciate the gravel
roads of Roudouallec. Full rider, he can be one of the revelaKons of the day for his second
parKcipaKon in the breton classic.
187. Florian Vachon (Fra, 34). Seventh parKcipaKon at Plouay for the oldest rider of the
breton team. An experienced teammate, he will also be there to support Warren Barguil.
The announced subsKtutes are Benoit Jarrier (Fra), Kevin Ledanois (Fra), Connor Swi]
(Gbr) and Bram Welten (Ned).
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